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Abstract-Smear systems of the form AZ = b, where the matrix A IS symmetric and positive 
defimte, often ar=e from the chscretization of elhptlc partial differential equations A very successful 
method for solving these hnear systems IS the preconchtloned coqugate gradlent method In tlus 
paper, we study parallel precondltloners for the conjugate gradient method based on the block two- 
stage lteratlve methods Sufficient conchtlons for the vahdlty of these preconchtloners are given 
Computational results of these preconditioned coqugate gradlent methods on two parallel computing 
systems are presented @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the parallel solution of a lmear system 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A E lRnxn IS a symmetric and posltlve definite matrix (1 e , A = AT and zTAz > 0, for all 
real z # 0) and z and b are n-vectors 
Precondltloned conjugate gradient methods (PCG) can be used for the solution of (1) De- 
scrlptlons of these methods can be found, e g , m [1,2] The idea of the PCG method cons&s of 
applying the coqugate gradient method (see [3]) to a better condltloned linear system a? = 6, 
where a = SAST, P = SeTx, and 6 = Sb The matrut. M = (STS)-’ 1s called the precondltloner 
or precondltlonmg matrur The PCG method may be apphed without computmg a, but solvmg 
the auxlhary system 
Ms=r (2) 
at each conjugate gradient lteratlon, where T = b - Az IS the residual at, the correspondmg 
iteration That IS, the precondltloned corqugate gradient method corresponds to the followmg 
algorithm 
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ALGORITHM 1 PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT 
Qven an nutlal vector z(O) 
#) = b _ AX(O) 
Solve MS(O) = r(O) 
p(O) = s(O) 
REPEAT 
(S(k)) dk)) 
a = - (p(k), Apt’d) 
&+l) = &4 - q&w 
r(k+l) = ,(k) _ aAp(“) 
Solve Ms(“fl) = T(k+l) 
IF convergence test = TRUE 
THEN END 
(#+l), #+l)) 
p = - (S(WJ(W) 
One of the general precondltlomng techniques 1s the use of the truncated series precondltlonmg 
These precondltloners consist of consldermg a sphttmg of the matrix A as 
A=P-Q, (3) 
and performing m steps of the lteratlve procedure defined by the sphttmg (3), toward the solution 
of As = r, choosmg s(O) = 0 It 1s well known that the solution of the auxlhary system (2) 1s 
effected by s = (I + R + R2 + + Rm-l)P-lr, where R = P-l&, and the precondltlomng 
matrix 1s M, = P(I + R + R2 + + R”+l)--l, cf [4] 
It 1s m these terms that m Section 2, we construct the precondltloner based on the two- 
stage methods and we study Its vahdlty Moreover, m Section 3 we evaluate the performance 
of the resulting PCG algorithms on two different parallel distributed memory multiprocessors 
Previously, we present some results which we refer to later Given a square real matrur A, the 
sphttmg A = P - Q 1s P-regular If and only if PT + Q IS posltlve definite 
THEOREM 1 1 (See [2] ) Let A and B be real symmetnc ma&Ices If either 1s posItwe defimte, 
then AB has real elgenvalues If both A and B are posltwe definite, then the elgenvalues of AB 
are posnbve Conversely, If AB has posltlve elgenvalues and either A or B JS posrtlve defimte, 
then both are posltlve definite. 
LEMMA 1 1 (See [5j) Let A be a symmetric posrbwe definite ma&w Assume the sphttmg 
A = F - G IS P-regular Gwen s > 1, there exists a unique sphttmg A = M - N such that 
(F-lG)S = M-l N Moreover, the sphttmg IS P-regular 
2. BLOCK TWO-STAGE PRECONDITIONERS 
. 
Let us consider the sphttmg (3), where P 1s a block diagonal matruc, denoted by 
P = dlag(Pl, 9 p?Jv (4) 
and PJ, 1 5 3 5 p, are square nonsmgular matrlces of order n3, CT=, n3 = n Note that 
performing m steps of the lteratlve procedure defined by the above sphttmg to approximate the 
solution of As = r, corresponds to perform m steps of a Block-Jacob1 type method Thus, at 
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each step 1, 1 = 1,2, , m, of a Block-Jacob1 type method, p independent linear systems of the 
form 
P s(‘) = 
3 3 ( 
Q&-l) + r 
> 
, 1<31P, (5) 
3 
with sy) = 0, need to be solved, therefore, each linear system (5) can be solved by a different 
processor However, when the order of the diagonal blocks PJ, 1 < 3 I p, 1s large, it 1s natural 
to approximate their solutions by usmg an iterative method, and thus, we are m the presence of 
a two-stage iterative method, see, e g , [6-91 I n a formal way, let us consider the sphttmgs 
and at each Zth step perform, for each 3, 1 2 3 5 p, q(J) lteratlons of the iterative procedure 
defined by the sphttmgs (6) m order to approximate the solution of (5) That is, to solve the 
auxlhary system (2) of the PCG method, we use m steps of the lteratlon 
su) = T&l) + w-$, 1=1,2, ,m, (7) 
choosmg s(O) = 0, where T = H + (I - H)P-‘Q, W = P(I - H)-l, with P defined m (4) and 
H = dlag((B,lC1)Q(l), , (B;lC,)q(*)), see, e g , [8] Then, the updated vector from m steps 
1s given by slrn) = (I + T + T2 + + T”-l)W-l~ Therefore, the precondltloner related to the 
block two-stage methods IS given by 
Mm=W(I+T+T2+ +T”-Y (8) 
In the rest of this section, we check the vahdlty of this precondltloner We give sufficient 
condltlons on the sphttmgs to assure that M, 1s symmetric and posltlve definite 
THEOREM 2 1 Let A be a symmetric positive definite matrix Let A = P - Q be a sphttmg 
of A, where P = dlag(Pl, , Pp) 1s the block diagonal matrix defined m (4) Suppose that P 1s 
symmetric and Q 1s posltlve semldefimte Let P3 = B3 - C,, 1 < J 5 p, be P-regular sphttmgs 
such that BJ IS symmetric Then the iteration matruc T of (7) satisfies p(T) < 1 and the 
precondltlonmg matrix M, defined by (8) IS symmetric and positive definite 
PROOF From Lemma 1 1 it follows, for each 3, 1 I 3 5 p, that there exists a umque sphttmg 
P3 = F3 -G3, such that (B,lC,)‘J(J) = FJmlGJ Moreover these sphttmgs are P-regular Then we 
can write T = F-lG+(I- F-lG)P-IQ, where F = dlag(Fl, , Fp) and G = dlag(G1, , GP) 
Clearly P = F - G and this sphttmg 1s P-regular Therefore, from Theorem 2 1 of [8], It follows 
that p(T) < 1 On the other hand, the matrix W-l = (I - H)P-1 can be written as 
W-l = dla g ((I - (B;‘Cl)q(l)) P;‘, , (I - (B;lCp)q(p)) P;‘) 
q(l)-1 q(P)-1 
= dlag C (B+$B;~, , C (B+,)” ~;l 
2==0 a=0 
(9) 
Since Pj and BJ , 1 5 3 I p, are symmetric, C, 1s also symmetric Then, It 1s easy to see that W-l 
is symmetric Moreover, since the matruc T can be written as T = I - W-l A, from (8) It obtams 
M,l = (I+T+T2+ + Tm-l)W-l = Czil (I - W-lA)“W-l Thus, the matrut M&l IS a 
linear combmatlon of terms of the form (W-‘A)ZW-l, z = 0, 1, , m - 1, which are symmetric 
Therefore, M, 1s symmetric 
Since PJ, 1 5 J 5 p, are symmetric and P3 = B3 - C,, 1 I 2 I p, are P-regular sphttmgs, 
followmg the proof of Theorem 2 1 of [lo] it follows that P,(I - (B;1C,)q(3))-1, 1 5 J 5 p, 
are posltlve definite and therefore, the block diagonal matrix W = P(I - H)-l, with H = 
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dlag((B;lC1)q(l), , (B;‘Cp)Q(P)), IS also posltlve definite On the other hand, from (8) we can 
write 
M,lW= (I+T+Tz+ + .,-1) (10) 
From Theorem 1 1 It follows that the elgenvalues of W-‘A are posltlve and hence those of T = 
I - W-l A are real Therefore, since p(T) < 1, from (10) it 1s easy to see that the elgenvalues 
of M;‘W are posltlve Then, agam from Theorem 1 1, it obtains that M, 1s posltlve definite 
and the proof 1s completed I 
3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In the experiments, the problem to be solved comes from the dlscretlzatlon of the Laplace’s 
equation, V% = uss + u tt = 0, satlsfymg Du-lchlet boundary condltlons on the unit square 
R = [0, l] x [0, l] Th e d lscretlzatlon of the domain R, using five-point finite differences, with J x J 
points equally spaced by h, yields a linear system Ax = b, where A 1s block tndlagonal, A = 
trldlag[--1, C, -I], where I and C are J x J matrices, 11s the identity, and C = trldlag[-1,4, -11 
Note that A has J x J blocks of size J x J Clearly, A 1s a symmetric positive definite matrut 
Let A = -ii-Q be the Block-Jacob1 sphttmg of A, 1 e , p = dlag(All, , App) Let us consider 
square diagonal nonnegative matrices Dj, of size n3, 1 5 3 5 p, such that a + dlag(D1, ,Dp) 
1s positive semldefimte Then, it 1s easy to see that the sphttmg A = P - Q, where 
P = dlag (PI, FP), Pj =A,, +Dj> Q = 0 + dlag (01, , Dp) , (11) 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2 1 
Therefore, m order to ensure the hypotheses of the above theorem we considered m our ex- 
amples a block sphttmg as m (ll), where Aj3 = trldlag[-1, C, --I], 1 5 3 5 p, and D = 
dw4C~~,,,+ I& I7 ) C;=l&n la,lL with 8 = [~~ll<z,~<n 
In these experiments reported here, we use as inner iterative procedure the Jacobi method 
The parallel experiments have been run on two different parallel computer systems The 
first platform 1s an IBM RS/6000 SP with eight nodes (“sp2”) The second platform 1s an 
ethernet network of five 120 MHz Pentmms (“cluster”) The peak performance of this network 1s 
100 Mbytes per second 
We experimented with different matrix sizes The matrices were partltloned according to the 
number of available processors The conclusions were similar for all tested matrices Here we 
discuss the results for two matrices of size 1024 and 4096 which correspond to grid sizes of 32 
and 64, respectively 
The mltlal vector used was X(O) = (0, 0, , O)T and the right-hand side was b = (1, 1, , UT 
The stopping criterion used was rT T < 10e5, where T 1s the residual at the correspondmg 
iteration All times are reported m seconds In the results, we use the notation 2l6l to represent 
that q(a) = 2,~ = 1, and q(J) = 6,~ = 2 Slmllar notation 1s used for other block two-stage PCG 
methods 
Tables 1 and 2 show the behavior of some PCG methods for the above Laplace matrices We 
compare these methods with the well-known m-step Block-Jacob1 PCG method that has poten- 
tially excellent parallel propertles In this case, the subdomam problems are solved by using the 
Choleskl complete factorlzatlon (see, e g , [2]) 0 ne can observe that the use of two-stage precon- 
dltloners gives better results than the use of the Block-Jacob1 precondltloner The conclusions 
are similar on both multiprocessors However, the computmg platform has obviously an influence 
m the performance of a parallel lmplementatlon So, the efficiency decreases notoriously when 
the number of processors Increases This fact 1s due to the inadequate use of the processors 
when the number of processors increases for a fixed matrix, because the cost of the operations 
performed m parallel can be smaller than the cost of commumcatlons For example, m the last 
block partltlomng of Table 2 using four processors for the cluster of Pentmms It obtains REAL 
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times between 3 04 and 7 21 seconds, however the CPU times are between 0 68 and 154 seconds 
Here the network 1s very slow compared to the network m the other computing platform 
On the other hand, we observed that generally the optimal number of steps m 1s two for any sme 
of the diagonal blocks However, it seems that the choice of the number of mner Iterations (q(j)) 
1s dependent of the size of the diagonal blocks So, an optimal sequence of mner iterations 1s that 
a little greater than one producmg a przorz a load balance based on the block size assigned to 
each processor 
Table 1 Parallel implementation of the PCG method on the solution of Laplace 
problems Size of matrix A 1024 
-r l- 1 # Proc 
4 m 7% 
E 
q(3) 
12 
22 
32 
42 
12 
12 
52 
6* 
12 
2l6l 
22 
3l6l 
13 
43 
13 
53 
13 
23 
33 
43 
ck Twc - 
It 
I 
- 
It 
- 
ck-Jacob1 PCG 
Time 
Cluster 
Time 
SP2 
8 1 28 0 71 
7 - 1 13 0 65 
11 2 64 
6 - 2 42 
173 
1 71 
11 1 17 
0 93 
0 97 
0 24 
8 0 17 
7 - 0 18 
J-Stage F J 
Time Time 
Cluster SD2 
49 0 95 
27 0 51 
31 0 61 
21 044 
25 0 57 
25 0 57 
14 0 43 
12 0 41 
0 090 
0 050 
0062 
0047 
0 056 
0 056 
0 051 
0 050 
0 125 
0 062 
0 066 
0 066 
2 
2 --I-- 2 2 1 59 1 13 
30 0 58 
23 0 58 
19 0 54 
768 1 1 256 2 2 
50 108 0 128 
20 0 49 0 051 
26 0 66 0 084 
13 0 39 0 053 
28 0 80 0 135 
16 0 50 0 069 
17 0 56 0 075 
12 0 44 0 057 
Table 2 Parallel Implementation of the PCG method on the solution of Laplace 
problems Size of ma&x A 4096 
* Proc I I Block Two-Stage PCG 1 Block-Jacob1 PCG 1 
Time 
sP2 
It 
0 56 
f 
031 19 
0 36 
032 11 
It 
Time 
Cluster 
5 93 
3 18 
4 12 
3 02 
Time 
sP2 Cluster 
102 
47 16 47 9 01 
16 40 8 06 
7k-l : I :: 101 38 
51 
27 
22 
7 21 
3 04 
4 95 
3 12 
3 36 
0 63 
027 21 9 58 
041 
027 14 9 72 
0 29 13 1 10 28 1 408 
1024 t-l 2 14 
1024 H 2 44 
1024 3 44 
We have observed, m some cases, that when the number of steps 1s odd, then the number 
of iterations increases w&h respect to the previous even number of steps This fact IS due to 
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the condltlon number of the matrut A = SAST that 1s similar to the matruc M;‘A Then, 
cond(a) = (1 - &,,,(Tm))/(l - x,,(F)), where x,,,(F) and X,,(T”) are, respectively, 
the mmlmum and maximum elgenvalues of Tm Therefore, if T has negative elgenvalues and m ^ 
1s odd, the numerator of cond(A) IS greater than one However, if m 1s even, the numerator 1s 
always less than one Thus, we must expect a better decreasing of cond(a) for even values of m 
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